Insights into building long-term wealth from some of history’s best investment minds

Selecting Quality Companies for the Long Term

More than 50 years of experience
has taught us that successful investing
requires patience, discipline and the
ability to control one’s emotions.
Here are some of the best investment
minds in history offering insights on
timeless wealthbuilding principles.

Keep Your Emotions in Check
“The investor’s chief problem—
and his worst enemy—is likely to
be himself. In the end, how your
investments behave is much less
important than how you behave.”
Benjamin Graham

Disregard Forecasts
“Thousands of experts study overbought indicators, headand-shoulder patterns, put-call ratios, the Fed’s policy on
money supply…and they can’t predict markets with any
useful consistency, any more than the gizzard squeezers
could tell the Roman emperors when the Huns would attack.”
Peter Lynch

“A lot of people with high IQs are terrible investors because
they’ve got terrible temperaments. You need to keep raw,
irrational emotion under control.”
“The function of economic
forecasting is to make astrology
look respectable.”

Charlie Munger

“Your success in investing will
depend in part on your character
and guts and in part on your
ability to realize, at the height of
ebullience and the depth of despair
alike, that this too, shall pass.”
Jack Bogle

John Kenneth Galbraith

“I make no attempt to forecast the market—my efforts
are devoted to finding undervalued securities.”
Warren Buffett

Don’t Try to Time the Market
“The idea that a bell rings to signal when to get into or
out of the stock market is simply not credible. After nearly
fifty years in this business, I don’t know anybody who has
done it successfully and consistently. I don’t even know
anybody who knows anybody who has.”

Be Patient and Think Long Term
“The stock market is a device to transfer money
from the impatient to the patient.”
Warren Buffett

Jack Bogle

“Far more money has been lost
by investors trying to anticipate
corrections, than lost in the
corrections themselves.”
Peter Lynch

“Though tempting, trying to time the market is a loser’s game.
$10,000 continuously invested in the market over the past
20 years grew to $61,683. If you missed just the best
30 days, your investment was reduced to $10,904.”1
Christopher Davis

“Invest for the long haul. Don’t
get too greedy and don’t get
too scared.”
Shelby M.C. Davis

“The best way to measure your investing success is not by
whether you’re beating the market but by whether you’ve
put in place a financial plan and a behavioral discipline
that are likely to get you where you want to go.”
Benjamin Graham

“Waiting helps you as an investor
and a lot of people just can’t
stand to wait. If you didn’t get
the deferred-gratification gene,
you’ve got to work very hard to
overcome that.”
Charlie Munger

A Market Correction is an Opportunity
“A market downturn doesn’t
bother us. It is an opportunity
to increase our ownership of
great companies with great
management at good prices.”

Markets Fluctuate. Stay the Course.
“History provides a crucial insight regarding market crises:
they are inevitable, painful and ultimately surmountable.”
Shelby M.C. Davis

Warren Buffett

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine.
In the long run, it is a weighing machine.”
“The intelligent investor is a realist who sells
to optimists and buys from pessimists.”

Benjamin Graham

Benjamin Graham

“You make most of your money in a
bear market, you just don’t realize
it at the time.”
Shelby Cullom Davis

“A 10% decline in the market is
fairly common—it happens about
once a year. Investors who realize
this are less likely to sell in a panic,
and more likely to remain invested,
benefitting from the wealthbuilding
power of stocks.”
Christopher Davis

Share the wisdom. Enhance knowledge.
1. Period is from 12/31/01 to 12/31/21. The market
is represented by the S&P 500 Index. Investments
cannot be made directly in an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Before investing in the Selected Funds, you should
carefully consider the investment objectives, risks,
fees, and expenses of the Funds. The prospectus
and summary prospectus contains this and other
information about the Funds. You can obtain
performance information and a current prospectus and
summary prospectus by visiting selectedfunds.com
or calling 800-243-1575. Please read the prospectus
or summary prospectus carefully before investing or
sending money. Investing involves risks including
possible loss of principal.

Davis Advisors is committed to communicating with
our investment partners as candidly as possible
because we believe our investors benefit from
understanding our investment philosophy and
approach. Our views and opinions include “forwardlooking statements” which may or may not be
accurate over the long term. Forward-looking
statements can be identified by words like “believe,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” or similar expressions. You
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements, which are current as of the date of this
report. We disclaim any obligation to update or
alter any forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events, or
otherwise. While we believe we have a reasonable

basis for our appraisals and we have confidence in
our opinions, actual results may differ materially
from those we anticipate.
Benjamin Graham, Charlie Munger, Jack Bogle,
Peter Lynch, John Kenneth Galbraith, and
Warren Buffett, are not associated in any way
with Davis Selected Advisers, Davis Advisors
or their affiliates.

Shares of the Selected Funds are not deposits or
obligations of any bank, are not guaranteed by
any bank, are not insured by the FDIC or any other
agency, and involve investment risks, including
possible loss of the principal amount invested.
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